
The plants in human
welfare Homework
test 1
Instructions for students: Follow your
teacher's instruction. Also you can attempt this
test online and see your result.

Attempt online and know results

Topic: The plants in human welfare
Dates: 25.10.2022 until unlimited
Question count: 3
Total marks: 12

1. Activity - categorization of food plants
 (5 m.)

To categorize the food plants:

1. There are various plants that are used or
consumed as foods.

2. These food plants are classified into .
3. List  examples of each of the classification.
4. Tabulate your answers either in a word

document or in a written format.
5. Upload the word document or take a

photograph of the table that was written by
you.

Document your answer with the word
document or a photograph and upload for
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https://www.yaclass.in/TestWork/Info?jid=rB7iP_FFq0SbTJ9Jya_b-Q&a=p


teacher evaluation.
 
Upload the file here:
 
File attachment field
Important!

This exercise will be checked
manually by your teacher.

Click to view solution for similar
question online

View solution

2. Vegetables obtained from roots  (2 m.)

Drag the correct option:

A) Radish
B) Lettuce
C) Turnip
D) Asparagus

 and  are vegetables obtained from
roots.

https://www.yaclass.in/Exercise/PdfSolution?c=3667268d-6802-4871-9f25-8d90de382489&twId=20920&ts=1666702679&sg=gAnWiXHVNZj4FIfXxRwwDABV_7c1


Click to view solution for similar
question online

View solution

3. Plants that serve as food and various
plant parts that are consumed as food  (5
m.)

Choose the correct answer:
 
1. Which of the following statements is incorrect
about the root vegetables?

A) root vegetable grow under the soil
B) root vegetable have a high water content
C) root vegetable have a high higher
carbohydrate content
D) root vegetables act as a storage part that
stores energy

 
2. An example of herb that is a leafy vegetable
is __________.

A) broccoli
B) lettuce
C) cauliflower
D) cabbage

 
3. Which of the following statements are true
about vegetables obtained from stems?

https://www.yaclass.in/Exercise/PdfSolution?c=9c7182b1-777f-4de6-8806-5370bc094deb&twId=20920&ts=1666702679&sg=BGUuz1ix-5wivAZ7Wc7ZWqFkwmY1


A) stem vegetables are edible stems that are
harvested and consumed as vegetables
B) edible stems can be present above the
ground
C) edible stems can be present as modified-
underground stems
D) all of the above

Click to view solution for similar
question online

View solution

https://www.yaclass.in/Exercise/PdfSolution?c=cccfaff0-26ec-4aec-8310-6771c4b86736&twId=20920&ts=1666702679&sg=0uWd6TXHolgx9-oig46-YD5OSOw1

